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With the rapid development of Internet technology, the information in human society increases 
exponentially. Fast and accurately classification and recommendation of text information are in great 
demand. In order to solve the high dimension and sparse data problem faced by the text classification 
task, our paper mainly do the following research work. 
Firstly, we carry out a comprehensive introduction of technologies involved in the text classification 
process. Secondly, we summarize the theoretical development of the penalized logistic regression 
model, and discuss the feasibility of the penalized logistic regression model in solving the text 
classification problem from the perspective of literature review. In addition, we propose a new 
algorithm to combine the word vector theory and the penalized logistic regression model for text 
classification. Thirdly, we make comparisons of the penalized logistic regression models with 
traditional feature selection methods and traditional classifiers on experiment, and realizes the text 
classification algorithm we proposed.  
In the experimental analysis, the following results are obtained. (1) Compared with the traditional 
feature selection methods such as χ2 statistics, F-statistics and mutual information, the elastic-net 
logistic is more superior at both accuracy and sparsity. (2) The penalized logistic regression models are 
comparable with the support vector machine at classification performance, and outperform other 
traditional classifiers such as Naive Bayesian and decision tree under the framework of both vector 
space model and word vector. (3) Comparing with the LASSO and the elastic-net models, the model 
complexity of the Group LASSO and Sparse Group LASSO models are greatly reduced and the 
classification accuracy are improved. 
Last but not least, we crawl the mobile phone review data from Zhongguancun Online through Web 
crawler technology, and make an empirical study on online product reviews mining. First, we establish 
a sentiment analysis of product reviews based on text classification models. Second, we make a 
comprehensive study of extracting predictors for product review helpfulness, and build a quantitative 
model to measure the helpfulness of product reviews. Based on our models, we can classify and rank 
the product review scientifically. 
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第一章  绪论 
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涌现出一批依赖于文本自动分类技术的互联网产品。如 2012 年 8 月上线的“今
日头条”应用就是一个典型的代表。它是一款基于数据挖掘技术的新闻推荐产品，
其主要特色功能是通过对成千上万的网站进行文本挖掘与分类，智能化地给用户


















随着网络购物的普及化，我国网络购物的用户数量于 2015 年 12 月达到了
4.13 亿，相比 2014 年增长了 14.3%。据调查显示，43.8%的网民表示喜欢在互联
网上发表评论信息[49]。据笔者观察，在中国最大的 3C 数码产品购物网站京东商

































































和惩罚 Logistic 模型的文本分类算法。 
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